Partial sequence of the rat heavy neurofilament polypeptide (NF-H). Identification of putative phosphorylation sites.
A 3 kb cDNA clone has previously been isolated in this laboratory corresponding to the rat heavy neurofilament polypeptide (NF-H). This clone, equivalent to approximately 70% of the total mRNA of the protein has been sequenced and shown to contain the carboxy-terminal region of the message. This contains 51 of the Lys-Ser-Pro repeat triplets which are reported to be the site of neurofilament phosphorylation. The sequence obtained was subsequently compared to those of mouse and human NF-H, showing a homology of approximately 85%. There is, however, one region which is variable between the species, this being the highly phosphorylated region of the protein containing the Lys-Ser-Pro triplet repeat.